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Local controllability of generic C k triplets of vector fields in a three dimensional
connected manifold M is studied at a critical point of one of them; the results
obtained are used to determine local controllability for affine control systems at
non-relative equilibrium points or with one-sided controls. It is also proved that the
proposed geometric approach is valid for generic affine systems. Q 1996 Academic
Press, Inc.
1. INTRODUCTION
The main objective of this paper is to prove a necessary and sufficient
condition for a triplet of C k, with k G 1 but not necessarily C` or analytic,
vector fields at a critical point of one of them; this is obtained in Section 5
under conditions explicitly stated and proved to be generic in Sections 3
and 4. This and other previously published results are then used to obtain
a complete characterization of the local controllability of generic affine
control systems with two inputs on a three dimensional manifold.
There is an extensive literature on the local controllability of nonlinear
control systems on smooth or analytic connected manifolds M, for the
most part concerning affine systems S of the form
s
ix s f x , u s X x q u X x .  .  .Ç  i
is1
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with u g V ; R s, and where X and X i are smooth or analytic vector
fields on M.
The usual higher order criteria for nonlinear control systems treat the
critical points of X, and are applicable only in smooth or analytic case:
they explore the structure of the Lie algebra generated by the associated
vector fields and the order of differentiability needed is not known a
w xpriori 16 .
w xA more geometric approach was proposed in 3, 1, 2 for systems with 1
or 2 controls on a 3 dimensional manifold, and n y 1 controls on a n
dimensional manifold. All the points where local controllability is possible
are treated simultaneously, by constructing a stratification of M such that
the given system is, or is not, locally controllable and small time locally
controllable at all points in a given stratum.
We are going to consider essentially pairs and triplets of C k, k G 1,
vector fields on a connected C` 3-dimensional manifold M. The study of
the local controllability properties of affine control systems can be reduced
to the study of pairs or triplets of vector fields, depending on the number s
 .1 or 2 of controls.
Higher order differentiability, i.e., k ) 1, is only necessary in special
cases to study a discrete set of points, the critical points of the vector fields
w xinvolved, and is determined by the use of Sternberg theorem 13 on the
linearization of vector fields; nonetheless the proof of genericity assumes
k G 2.
For a pair or triplet of vector fields on a 3-manifold, only the necessary
 4condition of the Petrov criterium can be used: if D s X, Y or D s
 4  .  .  .X, Y, Z is locally controllable at p, then X p and Y p , or X p and
 .  .Y p and Z p , are linearly dependent and form a positive basis of the
subspace they span. The sufficient part, namely the origin in T M belong-p
  .  .4ing to the interior of the convex hull of the set X p , Y p or
  .  .  .4X p , Y p , Z p can never be true.
w xFor pairs of vector fields the sufficient condition of 15 cannot be
applied: the two vector fields define a direction at the points where local
controllability is possible, and their Lie bracket in general provides an
extra dimension; even so the convex hull of two directions has no interior
in a 3-space.
For triplets the situation is similar: as Example 5 shows, the sufficient
w xcondition of 15 cannot be applied when two of the vectors are parallel,
and a fortiori when one of them has a critical point.
When considering affine systems, it is possible to apply the results of
w x16 when two of the vectors involved are parallel but none of the three has
a critical point, but in the critical case we are essentially dealing with one
sided controls, and those results can be applied only to relative equilibria
 .  .of X, points p where there exists u s u , u g int V such that X p q1 2
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1 . 2 .u X p q u X p s 0, in the case of two controls; the critical points1 2
considered here correspond to such an u in the boundary of V.
w xIt was proved before in 3, 1 that the necessary condition part of the
Petrov criterium is also sufficient for a large class of pairs and triplets, but
not at all points where it is verified; the exceptional points correspond to
critical points of one of the vector fields or to special positions between
the given vector fields, or of the space they define, with respect to the set
where the necessary condition is satisfied. It is one of the objectives of this
paper to prove that that class contains an open dense set; i.e., the results
are valid for generic systems.
If a given point is a critical point for one of the vector fields, then there
is no small time local controllability, or at least cannot be proved, and local
controllability depends on the position of the non-zero vector fields with
respect to the generalized eigenspaces of the linear part of the third one.
It is interesting to remark that local controllability without small time
local controllability is not a pathological phenomenon: it is in fact stable
under small C1 perturbations in some cases, as it depends essentially on
the existence of a hyperbolic critical point with complex eigenvalues.
A comment on the number of vector fields involved is perhaps in order:
if that number is bigger than three, in general we can decide local
controllability on the basis of the Petrov criterium on two open sets, but
not on their common boundary H.
H can be stratified with minimum codimension equal to one, and, on
strata with minimum codimension, three vector fields will be on a plane
with all the others pointing to the same side of that plane: at those points
local controllability is then studied taking in account only the three
coplanar vector fields.
This shows that for affine systems the two important cases are scalar and
two input systems; all other cases can be in some sense reduced to those
whenever the Petrov criterium is not applicable.
2. BASIC RESULTS AND DEFINITIONS
Given an affine systems S of the form
s
ix s f x , u s X x q u X x .  .  .Ç  i
is1
with u g V ; R s, where X and X i are vector fields on a C` connected
3-manifold M, it shall always be assumed that the class of admissible
w xcontrols is the space of piecewise constant maps from an interval 0, T , for
q w x w x san arbitrary T g R , into V s ya , a = ??? = ya , a or V s R ,1 1 s s
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and the differentiability class to be C k, for a fixed k G 1 not necessarily
k s ` or k s v.
If D is a given dynamical polysystem, a finite set of vector fields, or the
 .family of associated vector fields of a control system S, the set A p, U, T
of the points attainable from p in up to time T without leaving U is
defined as the set of points pX such that there exists a continuous
1 w U xpiecewise C map c: 0, t ª U verifying:
v
U X U q U .  .c 0 s p, c t s p with t g R , and t F T.
v
U x w' t , t , . . . , t such that 0 s t - t - ??? - t s t and in t , t0 1 m 0 1 m iy1 i
the map c is an integral curve of some vector field in D.
 .Two sets will be especially important: the set A p, U s DT G 0
 .A p, U, T of the points attainable from p in positive time without leaving
 .  .U, and the set A p, T s A p, M, T of the points attainable from p in
time less than or equal to T.
A dynamical polysystem D, or a control system S, is said to be small
.time locally controllable at p g M if for every neighbourhood U of p the
 .   . .set A p, U A p, T , for any positive T contains p in its interior.
When D is a finite or equi-bounded family of vector fields, it is clear
that small time local controllability implies local controllability; the con-
verse is not necessarily true.
A point y is said to be normally accessible from x for the dynamical
polysystem D, or the corresponding control system, if there exist m vector
fields X i in D, not necessarily distinct, and t ) 0 such thati
y s F t s X m ( ??? ( X 2 ( X 1 x .  .t t tm 2 1
and the jacobian matrix of F at t has rank equal to the dimension of the
manifold M. Here X denotes the flow of the vector field X.t
w xThe trajectory g connecting x to y is defined for t g 0, T , where
 .  . i  ..T s t q ??? qt , and verifies g 0 s x and g t s X g t when t gÇ1 m
x wt , t with t s t q ??? qt . The point y is normally accessible from xiy1 i i 1 i
inside U if the image of g belongs to U.
We say p g M is a relative equilibrium point for a control system S
 .  U . Uwith dynamics x s f x, u if f p, u s 0 for some u in the interior ofÇ
the control set.
In the context of finite families of vector fields, the main results on local
w xcontrollability can be found in 11, 15 ; we need the Petrov 0-order cri-
terium: D is locally controllable at p g M if 0 g T M is in the interior ofp
 .  .the convex hull co D p of D p and is not locally controllable if 0 f
 .co D p .
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w xWe recall the definition of the Whitney topology from 9 : it has as basic
k . k .neighbourhoods N f ; F, C, K, « the sets of maps g g C M, N such
that:
v  .g K ; V ; i g Li i
v
j y1 j y15  . .  . .5  .D c fw x y D c gw x - « , ; x g w K , i g L, j si i
0, . . . , k
 .4  .4with F s w , U and C s c , V families of charts on M andi i ig L i i ig L
 4N, F locally finite, K s K a family of compact sets such that K ; Ui ig L i i
 .  4and f K ; V , and « s « such that 0 - « F `.i i i ig L i
k  . k .We denote by C M, N the set C M, N with the Whitney topology.W
k  .Sometimes a different characterization of C M, N is more convenient:W
a basis for its topology is formed by all sets
M U s f g C k M , N N j r f M ; U , 4 .  .  .
r . w xwhere U is an open subset of J M, N with r F k 6 .
k w xWe recall the definition of C stratification from 7 : S is a stratifica-
tion of a closed subset Z of M if it is a locally finite partition of Z into
locally closed C k submanifolds Si with i g I where:
v I is partially ordered by an order relation denoted by - .
i j i j i j
v  .S l S / B m S ; S m i s j or i - j we write S - S .
v
i j j 4Whenever S - S , if x g S is a sequence converging to somen
i  i4y g S , y g S another sequence also converging to y, and supposingn
that with respect to some local coordinates the lines l s x y converge ton n n
some line l and the tangent planes T S j converge to some plane t , thenx n
T Si ; t and l ; t .y
Let Z be a stratified closed subset of the C k manifold N, and consider a
C k map f : M ª N; we say that f is transverse to Z, denoted f f Z if f is
transverse to each stratum of Z. Then M is stratified by the inverse
images under f of the strata of Z.
The following version of the strong transversality theorem, concerning
stratified subsets of the jet space of sections, will be necessary:
THEOREM 1. If E is a C` fibre bundle o¨er the C` manifold M and S is a
` r k .closed C -stratified subset of J G E , with a countable number of strata, then
T s f g G k E N j r f M fS 4 .  .
k  .is an open and dense subset of C M, N , with k ) r.W
Proof. T is dense.
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` r k .Each stratum Z of S is a C submanifold of J G E , and a generaliza-
w xtion to jets of the result in 9, p. 83 gives
T s f g G k E N j r f M f Z 4 .  .Z
is a residual set.
From T s F T it follows that T is also a residual set, and a fortioriZ Z
dense, as the number of strata is assumed to be countable.
T is open.
 . 1 r k ..An element x, t , A in J M, J G E is non-transverse to a stratum
 . r k . w xZ if t g Z and A T M q T Z / T J G E ; it is proved in 7, p. 38 thatx t t
the set of non-transverse elements to a stratification is closed.
rq1 k . 1 r k ..As J G E is naturally imbedded in J M, J G E , the set of its
non-transverse elements is also closed, and the set of transverse elements
is open; on the other hand, we also have
T s f g G k E N j rq1 f M is transverse 4 .  .
and therefore T is open in view of the second characterization of the
Whitney topology.
The strong transversality theorem is obtained by taking S as a closed
submanifold of the space of sections of the trivial fibre bundle E s M =
N ª M.
3. GENERIC PAIRS OF VECTOR FIELDS
We say that two C k vector fields X and Y on M are in general position
w x  .  .3 if Assumptions A1 ] A4 are verified:
 .A1 The set H ; M where X and Y are parallel is a one dimen-
  .  . 4sional submanifold or empty, and H s p: X p s 0 or Y p s 0 ; Hc
is a discrete set.
 .A2 There are no common critical points of X and Y.
 .A3 X and Y define a line bundle on H, which is never tangent
to H.
 .  .A4 We can choose local coordinates x, y, z around p g H such
that H is the z axis, and one of the vector fields, say Y, is Y ' ­r­ x; the
sets S1 and S2, containing H, on which X is horizontal and has zero
second component, respectively, are C k transverse surfaces, and Y is never
tangent to any of them on H.
Let E2 be the Whitney sum of two copies of TM; the pairs of C k vector
k 2 . kfields can be identified with the set G E of C sections of the vector
bundle E2 over M.
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THEOREM 2. The set of pairs of ¨ector fields in general position is open
k 2 .and dense in G E if k G 2.
 . 3 3Proof. Consider the set defined by LD s ¨ , ¨ g R = R N ¨ and1 2 1
4¨ are linearly dependent . LD is a closed set, but it is not a differentiable2
 . manifold: 0, 0 is the unique singular point. It is clear that L s LD y1
 .4  .40, 0 , a submanifold of dimension 4 and codimension 2, and L s 0, 00
form a stratification of LD.
 2 . 2Denote by LD E the closed subset of E of linearly dependent
vectors at each fibre; the stratification of LD induces a stratification of
 2 .  2 .LD E , with the codimension of a stratum in LD E exactly the codi-
 2 .mension of the corresponding stratum in LD, two and six for L E and1
 2 . `L E , respectively. Note that all manifolds and strata are C .0
 . 2If we interpret a pair s s X, Y as a section of E , then H is the
 2 .inverse image by s of L E , and the common critical points of X and Y1
 2 .are the inverse image of L E .0
 2 .  2 .Let L E be the subset of L E of pairs of vectors, one and onlyc 1
 2 . ` 2one of which is zero. L E is a C submanifold of E , and H is itsc c
inverse image by s .
 .  .From Theorem 1 it follows that Assumptions A1 , A2 , and the first
 .statement of Assumption A3 are verified for an open and dense subset
k 2 .G of G E if k ) 1.1
 .  .Thus at every p g H one of the vectors X p or Y p has to be
 .  .non-zero, if s s X, Y g G ; we assume Y p / 0. From the characteri-1
 2 .  2 .zation of H as the inverse image of L E or LD E by s , it follows1
that
Y p g T H m s#Y p g T L E2 . .  .  .p  p , s  p.. 1
1 k 2 .  .Elements J of J G E can be locally identified with a , b , b , g where1 2
v a g M
v  .b , b g T M = T M1 2 a a
v
2 .g g Hom T M, T E .a a , b , b .1 2
1 k 2 .Let TL be the closed subset of J G E such that
v
2 .  .a , b , b g LD E1 2
v
2 .  .g b g T LD E , i s 1, 2,i a , b , b .1 2
2 2 2  ..where we take T LD E s T L E j T L E . .  . .  .1 0
TL can be stratified in a natural way so that the lowest codimension of a
stratum is four; therefore, using again Theorem 1, we see that for s s
 . k 2 .X, Y in an open and dense subset G of G E we cannot have2
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 .  2 .  .  .s#Y p g T L E . Assumptions A1 ] A3 are then verified in thes  p. 1
open dense set G l G .1 2
 .Assumption A4 is intrinsic, independent of the local coordinates around
p g H: it is equivalent to the existence of two functions f and f defined1 2
on a neighbourhood of p with the following properties:
v df and df are linearly independent1 2
v L f ' 0, L f ' 0Y 1 Y 2
v dL f and dL f are linearly independentX 1 X 2
with similar conditions reversing the roles of X and Y.
The existence of f and f follows from the existence of the special1 2
 .  .local coordinate by taking f x, y, z s y and f x, y, z s z. To construct1 2
local coordinates from the functions f and f take as local section T of1 2
Y at p the plane defined by df and df , and take local coordinates1 2
 .  .y, z s f , f on T around p; the usual procedure for rectifying the flow1 2
 .of Y gives local coordinates x, y, z with the required properties.
 . 1 k 2 .Assumption A4 can then be formulated in the jet space J G E ; the
non-verification of the third condition above, together with X and Y being
parallel, defines a closed stratified subset B with minimum codimension
equal to four: essentially there are two linear dependence conditions.
 . k 2 .Therefore for s s X, Y in an open and dense subset G of G E we3
cannot have j1s intersecting B.
 .  .Thus Assumptions A1 ] A4 are verified on the open dense set G s
G l G l G .1 2 3
4. GENERIC TRIPLETS OF VECTOR FIELDS
We say that three C k vector fields X, Y, and Z on M are in general
position if the following assumptions are verified:
v The set H ; M where X, Y, and Z are linearly dependent is a
stratified closed set, with a stratification induced by
 4}H s p: two of the vector fields are linearly dependentp
  .  .  . 4}H s p: X p s 0 or Y p s 0 or Z p s 0c
  .  .  . 4}H s p: X p , Y p , Z p g T H .t p
v At all points of H the three vector fields define a unique plane.
v  .H y H j H is a two dimensional submanifold or empty, formingp t
the codimension one stratum.
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v H l H s B and H y H is a one dimensional submanifold orp t p c
empty, forming the codimension two stratum.
v H is a discrete set of points where H has self-intersections of twoc p
branches and only one vector field is zero.
v H is a discrete set.t
v  .  .  .Any pair X, Y , X, Y , and X, Y is in general position, in the
sense of the similar definition in Section 3.
T H is to be interpreted as a limit of T H with p belonging to an openp p ii
 .in H stratum, if p is a singular point for the set H.
As in the case of pairs of vector fields, let E3 be the Whitney sum of
three copies of TM; the triplets of C k vector fields can be identified with
k 3. k 3the set G E of C sections of the vector bundle E over M.
THEOREM 3. The set of triplets of ¨ector fields in general position is open
k 3.and dense in G E if k G 2.
 . 3 3 3Proof. Consider the set LD s ¨ , ¨ , ¨ g R = R = R , ¨ , ¨ ,1 2 3 1 2
4and ¨ are linearly dependent . LD is a closed set, but it is not a3
differentiable manifold: all points where two vectors are colinear are
sigular points, for instance. Since M has dimension three and we are
interested only in a generic situation, we do not need a complete study of
the singular points and self-intersections: the strata of codimension at
most three of a stratification of LD are the ones that need a description.
Let L and L be the subsets where two, respectively three, vectors are2 3
parallel, and let L , L , L be the subsets where one, two, and three0 00 000
vectors are zero, respectively. LD can be stratified with strata LD s1
 .  .LD y L , LD s L y L j L , LD s L y L j L , L y L ,2 2 2 0 3 3 0 3 00 3 0
 .L l L y L , L y L , and L of codimension one, two, three,3 0 00 00 000 000
four, five, six, and nine, respectively; according to their codimension, the
relevant strata will be LD , LD , and LD .1 2 3
L is the union of the inverse images, by the projections on two factors2
along the other factor, of the set LD defined in R3 = R3.
 3. 3Let LD E be the closed subset of E consisting of linearly dependent
vectors at each fibre; the stratification of LD induces a stratification of
 3.LD E , with corresponding strata having the same codimension.
The set H where the given vector fields X, Y, and Z are coplanar can
 .then be defined as the inverse image under s s X, Y, Z of the set
 3.  .  3.LD E , and if X, Y, Z is transverse to the stratified set LD E , H has
a stratification induced by
H s sy1 L E3 ; H s sy1 L E3 ; H s sy1 LD E3 . .  .  . . .  .c 0 p 2
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y1  3..The stratum H y H is given by s LD E and will be either thep 1
empty set or a codimension 1 submanifold of M, i.e., near any of its points,
y1  3..H y H is a surface; similarly H y H is given by s LD E and is ap p c 2
y1  3..curve near any of its points; H s s LD E is a discrete set.c 3
 3.  2 .L E is the union of the inverse images of the set LD E , by the2
projections on two factors along the other factor at each fibre, and
 3.LD E corresponds to all vectors being non-zero, and one not parallel to2
the direction defined by the other two; thus a unique plane is spanned by
the vectors.
 3.It is clear that all points in LD E correspond to the intersection of3
 3.exactly two branches of LD E : if a vector is zero it is parallel to the2
other two, but those cannot be parallel.
From Theorem 1 it follows that all the assumptions are verified for an
k 3.open and dense subset G of G E if k ) 1 and taking H s B. In1 t
general H / B, but that does not affect the validity of the assumptions, ift
a smaller, but still open and dense, set G ; G is taken.1
 .  .  .At every p g H two of the vectors X p , Y p , or Z p have to be
 .  .non-zero and define a unique plane p p , if s s X, Y, Z g G . From1
 3.the characterization of H y H as the inverse image of LD E by s , itp 1
follows that
p p g T H m s# X p , s#Y p , s#Z p g T LD E3 . .  .  .  .  .p  p , s  p.. 1
1 k 3.Let TL be the closed subset of J G E defined as in the proof of the
genericity of pairs of vector fields in general position.
TL can be stratified in a natural way so that the lowest codimension of a
stratum is three: there are two extra conditions besides linear dependence;
 .therefore, using again Theorem 1, we see that for s s X, Y, Z in an
k 3.  .  .open and dense subset G of G E we can have s# X p , s#Y p ,2
 .  2 .s#Z p g T L E only on a discrete subset H of H y H .s  p. 1 t p
If we repeat the argument for H , the lowest codimension in thep
 .corresponding stratification is four, and thus p p g T H cannot happenp
 .if p g H , as long as s s X, Y, Z in an open and dense subset G ofp 3
k 3.G E .
Thus all assumptions are verified on the open dense set G s G l G1 2
l G .3
5. LOCAL CONTROLLABILITY AT CRITICAL POINTS
In this section p g H will be a critical point of X, said to be a generalc
critical point, satisfying the following conditions:
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v It is a hyperbolic critical point.
v The eigenvalues are distinct and cannot have all the same real part.
v Y and Z do not belong to a generalized eigenspace of the linear
part A of X at p, and are not a linear combination of two eigenvectors.
v The projections of Y and Z on any subspace spanned by two
eigenvectors, along the other, are not parallel.
PROPOSITION 1. The set of triplets of ¨ector fields ha¨ing only general
k 3.critical points is open and dense in G E if k G 2.
Proof. The proof is similar to previous ones. A critical point being
1 k 3.non-hyperbolic defines a closed subset N of J G E that can beh
 .stratified with minimum codimension equal to four: let a , b , b , b , A1 2 3
1 k 3.be an element of J G E ; the coefficients of the characteristic polyno-
mial P of A are polynomials on the entries of A.
A has eigenvalues with zero real part if P has roots with zero real parts,
and a necessary and sufficient condition for this is the existence of a
common root of the two following polynomials in the variable x:
2 P 0 y PY 0 x 2 , PX 0 x y x 3 .  .  .
which in turn is equivalent to the vanishing of a determinant whose entries
w xare coefficients of the above two polynomials in 17 . Thus A has eigenval-
ues with zero real part if a certain polynomial Q in the entries of A
vanishes, and therefore N is defined by a polynomial equation.h
The other conditions involving only the eigenvalues can be treated in a
similar way; the remaining conditions are independent of the coordinates
chosen, and writing their negation in coordinates in which A is in the
canonical Jordan form, a closed set is obtained, again the minimum
codimension being at least four: a vector belonging to a two dimensional
generalized eigenspace or being a linear combination of two eigenvectors
is then equivalent to the vanishing of one of its components in those
coordinates, and belonging to a one dimensional eigenspace is equivalent
to the vanishing of two components. The projections being parallel is also
expressed by polynomial equations
PROPOSITION 2. Let p be a general critical point with only one real
eigen¨alue, and V the two dimensional eigenspace associated to the complex
eigen¨alues:
v  .  .If Y p and Z p point to the same side of V there is no local
controllability.
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v  .  .If Y p and Z p point to opposite sides of V there is local controlla-
bility.
Proof. It follows from p being a general critical point that there exists
w xan invariant surface S of X, with T S s V 5, 4 .p
 .  .If Y p and Z p point to the same side of V, S divides a small
neighbourhood of p in two invariant sets, one positively and the other
negatively invariant; there is no local controllability.
 .  .   . 4If Y p and Z p point to opposite sides of V, Z (Y p , s, t ) 0s t
defines a surface with boundary that intersects S along a curve gq
beginning at p; all points in gq can be reached from p. Similarly,
  . 4 yZ (Y p , s, t ) 0 defines a curve g in S beginning at p, such thatys yt
p can be reached from any of its points. The curve g s gqj gy is C1
at p.
On the surface S, the integral curves of X are spirals around p:
following an integral curve of X beginning at a point in gq, gy is
eventually attained transversally. This proves that p is normally accessible
w xfrom itself 14, 8 , and therefore we have local controllability at p.
Note that there is no small time local controllability: as close as wanted
to p, a time near the semiperiod of the rotation of the integral curves of X
around p is involved.
A reasoning in every way similar to the above proof gives:
PROPOSITION 3. Let p be a general critical point with three real eigen¨al-
 .  .ues. If Y p and Z p point to the same side of a two dimensional space V
spanned by the eigen¨ectors there is no local controllability.
On the other hand, a positive result is obtained if the hypothesis above
is never verified:
PROPOSITION 4. Let p be a general critical point with three real distinct
 .  .eigen¨alues. If Y p and Z p point to opposite sides of any two dimensional
space V spanned by the eigen¨ectors there is local controllability.
Proof. Assume the eigenvalues are ordered a - b - g . The case of X
linear, and Y and Z constant is solved by the following lemmas:
 .  .  .LEMMA 1. Let A s diag a , b , g , X p s Ap, Y ' 1, 1, 1 , and Z '
 .  .j , h, z . If j , h, z are all negati¨ e and different, the triplet X, Y, Z is
locally controllable at the origin.
Proof. It is enough to prove that the origin is normally accessible from
w xitself 8 ; if X denotes the flow of the vector field X, and takingt
F t s Y ( X ( Z ( X ( Z (Y 0 , t g R6 .  .t t t t t t6 5 4 3 2 1
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this is the case if we can find tU g R6, with all components positive, such
 U . Uthat F t s 0, and in addition the rank of the jacobian of F at t is
three.
Defining
x s t q j t ea t3 q j t .1 2 4
y s t q h t e b t3 q h t .1 2 4
z s t q z t eg t3 q z t .1 2 4
ea t3 j ea t3 j
b t b t3 3A t s e he h .3  0g t g t3 3e z e z
 .then F t s 0 is equivalent to the existence of x, y, z such that
ea t5 x s e b t5 y s eg t5 z
and
t1 x
tA t s . 1 .  .y23  / 0 zt4
From ea t5 x s e b t5 y and e b t5 y s eg t5 z it follows that x, y, z are solu-
tions of the homogeneous equation
gyb byax z
s 1. 2 . /  /y y
As t ) 0 is equivalent to x, y, z - 0, and t , t ) 0 is equivalent to6 6 5
x - y - z - 0, the proof is complete if there exists a solution x, y, z of Eq.
 .2 such that x - y - z - 0, and there exist positive t , t , t , and t1 2 3 4
 .verifying Eq. 1 , in addition to the condition on the jacobian of F, that
  ..can be written as det A t / 0, since3
F t s t q ea t5 x , t q e b t5 y , t q eg t5 z .  .6 6 6
­ F t ­ x , y , z .  .
aqbqg . t5s e
­ t , t , t ­ t , t , t .  .1 2 4 1 2 4
s eaqbqg . t5 det A t . . .3
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A straightforward computation shows that
1y1A t s .3 det A t . .3
e b t3 y eg t3 hz eg t3 y ea t3 jz ea t3 y e b t3 jh .  .  .
g t b t a t g t b t a t3 3 3 3 3 3= e h y e z e z y e j e j y e h 0gqb . t aqg . t aqb . t3 3 3e z y h e j y z e h y j .  .  .
with
det A t s j z y h e bqg . t3 q h j y z a q g t .  .  .  . .3 3
q z h y j eaqb . t3 . .
As t can be considered sufficiently big so that the signs of t , t , and t3 1 2 4
are determined by the coefficients of the exponentials with bigger expo-
nent, it follows that
z j y y h x eg t3 q ??? z j y y h x .  .
t s sign t s sign1 1 bqg . t3 j z y hj z y h e q ???  . .
h x y j y eg t3 q ??? h x y j y .  .
t s sign t s sign s sign t2 2 1 bqg . t3 j z y hj z y h e q ???  . .
z y h xe bqg . t3 q ??? x .
t s sign t s sign ) 04 4 bqg . t3 jj z y h e q ??? .
and
det A t s j z y h e bqg . t3 q ??? .  . .3
sign det A t s sign h y z . .  . .3
 .Note that as Eq. 2 is homogeneous and t , t , and t depend linearly1 2 4
on its solution, they can be as small as wanted; this is also true for t .6
Given any neighbourhood U of p, it is then possible to choose t so that
the trajectory corresponding to F is contained in U.
Assume z - h; it is clear that if t is big enough, y small enough, and3
 .x - min y, j yrh all conditions are satisfied.
If z ) h the reasoning is completely analogous, with
C t s Z ( X (Y ( X ( Z (Y 0 , t g R6 . .  .t t t t t t6 5 4 3 2 1
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Then
x s t q j t ea t3 q t .1 2 4
y s t q h t e b t3 q t .1 2 4
z s t q z t eg t5 q t .1 2 4
and
ea t3 j ea t3 1
b t b t3 3A t s e he 1 .3  0g t g t3 3e z e 1
1y1A t s .3 det A t . .3
=
e b t3h y eg t3z eg t3z y ea t3j ea t3j y e b t3h
g t b t a t g t b t a t3 3 3 3 3 3e y e e y e e y e
gqb . t aqg . t aqb . t 03 3 3e z y h e j y z e h y j .  .  .
with
det A t s z y h e bqg . t3 q j y z a q g t q h y j eaqb . t3 . .  .  .  .  . .3 3
The new homogeneous equation will be
gyb byah x hz
s 1 3 . /  /j y z y
with x, y, and z subject to
h x z y z x
x , y , z ) 0, ) 1, ) 1, ) 1.
j y hz j z
As before
C t s j t q ea t5 x , h t q e b t5 y , z t q eg t5 z .  .6 6 6
­ C t ­ x , y , z .  .
aqbqg . t5s e
­ t , t , t ­ t , t , t .  .1 2 4 1 2 4
s eaqbqg . t5 det A t . .3
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and
z y y x eg t3 q ??? z y y x .  .
t s sign t s sign1 1 bqg . t3 z y hz y h e q ??? .
x y y eg t3 q ??? x y y .  .
t s sign t s sign s sign t2 2 1 bqg . t3 z y hz y h e q ??? .
z y h xe bqg . t3 q ??? .
t s sign t s sign x ) 04 4 bqg . t3z y h e q ??? .
det A t s z y h e bqg . t3 q ??? sign det A t .  .  . .  .3 3
s sign z y h . .
 .As now z ) h, if t is big enough, y small enough, and x ) max y, j yrh3
all conditions are satisfied.
 .  .  .LEMMA 2. Let A s diag a , b , g with a / b / g , X p s Ap, Y '
 .  .j , h , z , and Z ' j , h , z . If j s j rj , h s h rh , z s z rz are1 1 1 2 2 2 2 1 2 1 2 1
 .all negati¨ e and different, the triplet X, Y, Z is locally controllable at the
origin.
Proof. The linear change of coordinates x s j xX, y s h yX, z s z zX1 1 1
 .  .leaves X invariant and makes Y s 1, 1, 1 , Z s j , h, z .
 .  .For general X, Y, Z and p such that X p s 0, and in a coordinate
chart around p, let X be the vector field defined by the linear part of X
 .  .at p and Y, Z be the constant vector fields equal to Y p and Z p ,
respectively.
 .Since p is a general critical point, the triplet X, Y, Z satisfies the
hypothesis of the previous lemma and is therefore locally controllable at
p; also p is normally accessible from itself inside an arbitrary neighbour-
hood of p.
Consider maps F and F as before, corresponding to the triplets
 .  .X, Y, Z and X, Y, Z , respectively; of course the situation is in every
way similar if C and C are considered instead.
U U .There exists t such that F t s p and the map
U U Uw t , t , t s F t , t , t , t , t , t .  .1 2 4 1 2 3 4 5 6
 U U U .is a local diffeomorphism around t , t , t .1 2 4
The trajectory g corresponding to F is inside some ball B centered atr
p; there exists d - rr2 such that w is a diffeomorphism of some neigh-
 U U U .bourhood V of t , t , t onto B , that can be assumed to be still ad 1 2 4 d
diffeomorphism of the boundary E of V onto the boundary S of B .d d d d
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U U U U .  .Since F at , at , t , at , t , at s aF t , t , t , t , t , t , r can be cho-1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6
sen as small as convenient by just taking a small a.
Denoting by A s A, A , and A the linear parts at p of X 1 s X,1 2 3
X 2 s Y, and X 3 s Z, respectively, then for i s 1, 2, 3,
R x .iiX x y A x F R x , lim s 0. .  .i i < <x< <x ª0
<  .  . <If g is the trajectory corresponding to F, and e s g t y g t , wherei i i
t s t q ??? qt , the following estimates are verified using standard proce-i 1 i
dures,
e s M e K 2 t1 t e s M e K 3 t2 t q e1 2 1 2 3 2 1
e s M e K1 t3 t q e K1 t3 e e s M e K 3 t4 t q e3 1 3 2 4 3 4 3
e s M e K1 t5 t q e K1 t5 e e s M e K 2 t6 t q e ,5 1 5 4 6 2 2 5
where
< <K s A , M s sup R x . .i i i i
xgVd
 .Of course as lim M d rd s 0 it is also true that e - dr2, if r, andd ª 0 i 6
therefore d , is small enough.
  .  .  .. y1 .Let t x , t x , t x s w x and consider the maps1 2 4
f x s F t x , t x , tU , t x , tU , tU , .  .  .  . .1 2 3 4 5 6
U U Uf x s F t x , t x , t , t x , t , t .  .  .  . .1 2 3 4 5 6
on B ; from the definition it follows thatd
f x s x , f x y x s f x y f x s e - dr2, .  .  .  . 6
 .  . U  . U Uwhere e is computed at the values t x , t x , t , t x , t , t .6 1 2 3 4 5 6
w xConsider now the homotopy f , s g 0, 1 defined as f but for the vectors
 .  .  .fields sX q 1 y s X, sY q 1 y s Y, and sZ q 1 y s Z; f s f and f s0 1
f. It is still true, in particular for every x g S , thatd
f x y x s f x y f x - dr2. .  .  .s s
The image by f s id of the boundary S is deformed into its image by fd
without going into B and without going out of B . It follows that B isdr2 r d r2
in the image of B by f , and in the image of V by F, and also that thed d
last is contained in B ; the argument is similar to the topological scholiumr
w xin 10 . Thus the neighborhood B of p can be reached from p withoutdr2
 .leaving B and X, Y, Z is locally controllable.r
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The situation where two eigenvalues are equal is not generic, and
therefore has not a great importance to the type of results wanted here,
but Example 1 shows that if X is linear there is no local controllability
then; Example 6 shows that local controllability is compatible even with all
eigenvalues equal to zero.
If we assume that all real parts of the eigenvalues can be equal, the
w xresults in 4 do not guarantee the existence of an invariant surface, as was
used to study local controllability when only one eigenvalue is real, and the
linear part of X will not necessarily be diagonal when all eigenvalues are
real.
All the reasonings are valid, though, if X is differentiably conjugated to
its linear part at the critical point, but then extra differentiability is
w xneeded: in 12 it is proved that in that situation if k s 2 l G 4 the vector
field is linearizable by a C l change of coordinates, if in addition the
w xnon-resonance conditions 13 are also verified up to order k.
EXAMPLE 1. Let M s R3, and consider the triplet of analytic vector
fields:
X s a x , b y , b z , Y s j , h , z , Z s j , h , z . .  .  .1 1 1 2 2 2
We want to study local controllability at the origin.
Assume the projections of Y and Z on the yz plane are not parallel:
 . 2then there exists a, b g R such that
ah q bz ) 0, ah q bz ) 0.1 1 2 2
 .Consider f x, y, z s ay q bz; then
L f s b ay q bz s 0, L f s ah q bz ) 0, .X Y 1 1
L f s ah q bz ) 0Z 2 2
on the plane ay q bz s 0. Therefore that plane passes through the origin
and divides the space in two regions, one positively and the other nega-
tively invariant for the three given vector fields. Local controllability is not
possible.
EXAMPLE 2. Let M s R3, and consider a triplet of vector fields such
that X has a critical point at the origin, and
­ ­ ­ ­
Y s , Z s y q y y x q x . .
­ x ­ x ­ y ­ z
 .The pair Y, Z satisfies all the assumptions that guarantee small time
local controllability, therefore the precise nature of X is irrelevant. It is
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important to note that this is not a generic situation: Y and Z being
parallel at a critical point of Z is a codimension five situation.
EXAMPLE 3. Let M s R3, and consider the triplet of analytic vector
fields
­ ­ ­ ­ ­ ­
X s x q 3 y q 5z , Y s q q
­ x ­ z ­ z ­ x ­ y ­ z
­ ­ ­
Z s j q h q z
­ x ­ y ­ z
with j , h, z - 0.
We want to study local controllability at the origin. If the system
t q j t e t3 s t q h t e3 t3 .  .1 2 1 2
t q h t e3 t3 s t q z t e5t3 .  .1 2 1 2
 .has positive solutions t , t , t with t q j t - 0, t q h t - 0, t q1 2 3 1 2 1 2 1
z t - 0 then there exists t ) 0 such that2 4
F t , t , t , t s Y ( X ( Z (Y 0 s 0. .  .1 2 3 4 t t t t4 3 2 1
The system above is equivalent to
2t q j t t q z t s t q h t .  .  .1 2 1 2 1 2
t q j t1 22 t3e s
t q h t1 2
and a straightforward computation shows the solution to be
j q z y 2h
t s t2 12h y jz
1 t q j t1 2
t s log3 2 t q h t1 2
t s y t q j t e t3 , h 2 y jz / 0, h / z . .4 1 2
Note that j q z y 2h and h 2 y jz have always the same sign: this
 .follows from the study of the critical points of the function f x, y s xy
subject to x q y s c; therefore t and t are both positive or both1 2




h y j .
t q j t s t1 2 12h y jz
h y j z y h .  .
t q h t s t1 2 12h y jz
2
z y h .
t q z t s t1 2 12h y jz
1 h y j
t s log3 2 z y h
therefore we need h 2 - jz and j - h - z so that signs are as wanted.
The main point here is that, even if t , t , and t are not unique-1 2 4
ly defined, as multiplying all of them by the same positive number
gives another solution, t is not affected: t depends only on the com-3 3
ponents of Z. Thus local controllability is proved but not small time local
controllability.
6. AFFINE CONTROL SYSTEMS
 .Given a pair X, Y and p g H , p is a general critical point of X,c
say, if:
v It is a hyperbolic critical point.
v The eigenvalues are distinct and cannot have all the same real part.
v Y does not belong to a generalized eigenspace of the linear part A
of X at p, and is not a linear combination of two of its eigenvectors.
w xIt has been shown in 3 that the study of the local controllability
properties of scalar input affine control systems can be reduced to the
study of X and Y on H:
THEOREM 4. Let S be a scalar input affine C k control system with
dynamics
w xx s f x , u s X x q uY x , u g V s ya , a ; R .  .  .Ç
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such that:
v X and Y are in general position.
v The critical points of X q a Y and X y a Y are general critical points
 .for the pair X q a Y, X y a Y .
Then:
 .1 S is not locally controllable on M y H.
 . < < <  . <2 S is small time locally controllable on H ; H where X - a Y p ,g
< < <  . <and is not locally controllable on H ; H where X ) a Y p .b
 . < < <  . <3 S is not locally controllable on H ; H where X s a Y p orc
 .Y p s 0.
The hypotheses are ¨alid for generic affine systems in the sense that the pair
 . k 2 .X, Y belongs to an open dense set in G E if k G 2.
As for pairs of vector fields and scalar input affine systems, a result for
two input affine systems is obtained from the knowledge of the behavior of
triplets and pairs of vector fields:
THEOREM 5. Let S be a C k affine control system with dynamics
x s f x , u s X x q u X 1 x q u X 2 x .  .  .  .Ç 1 2
w x w x 2with u g V s ya , a = ya , a ; R , such that:1 1 2 2
v
1 2 4The ¨ector fields X, X , X are in general position.
v
1 2The critical points of X " a X " a X are general critical points.1 2
v The tangency points are hyperbolic, and there are no nodes with double
real eigen¨alues.
Then:
 .1 S is not locally controllable on M y H.
 .  .2 S is small time locally controllable on H ; H y H j H whereg t p
1 2 < < < <X s b X q b X and b - a , b - a ; it is not locally controllable1 2 1 1 2 2
 . 1 2 < <on H ; H y H j H where X s b X q b X and b ) a orb t p 1 2 1 1
< <b ) a .2 2
 .3 S is small time locally controllable on H ; H y H where X sg p p c
1 2 < < < < < < < <b X q b X and b s a , b - a or b - a , b s a ; it is not1 2 1 1 2 2 1 1 2 2
locally controllable on H ; H y H where X s b X 1 q b X 2 andb p p c 1 2
< < < < < < < <b s a , b ) a or b ) a , b s a .1 1 2 2 1 1 2 2
 .4 S is locally controllable at p g H if , gi¨ en a two dimensionalc
eigenspace V, or a two dimensional space spanned by two eigen¨ectors,
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X " a X 1 " a X 2 do not point all to the same side of V, and is not locally1 2
controllable otherwise.
 .5 S is small time locally controllable at e¨ery saddle or node in H .t
The hypotheses are ¨alid for generic affine systems in the sense that the triplet
 1 2 . k 3.X, X , X belongs to an open dense set in G E if k G 2.
Proof. The way of passing from pairs, and similarly triplets, of vector
w xfields to affine systems is straightforward and was described in 3 . The
w xresults concerning H , H , and H were already proved in 1 .g b t
Small time local controllability in the case of p g H follows from theg p
 . < < < <consideration of the pair X y a , X q a if b - a , b s a or1 1 1 1 2 2
 . < < < <X y a , X q a if b s a , b - a . The non-existence of local2 2 1 1 2 2
controllability at H is a consequence of the Petrov criterium.b p
The situation at H was discussed in Section 5.c
EXAMPLE 4. Let M s R3, and consider the affine system S with
 . 1 . 2 .dynamics p s X p q u X p q u X p and with one sided controls,Ç 1 2
w x w x 2u g V s 0, 1 = 0, 1 ; R , where
y6 4 y4 ­ ­
1 2X p s Ap s p , X s , X s . . y5 3 y4
­ x ­ y /3 0 5
We want to study local controllability at the origin: it is determined by
the linear part of X and the values of X 1 and X 2 there.
The eigenvalues of A are y1, 1, 2 and the three 2-dimensional sub-
spaces spanned by the eigenvectors are
x y y s 0, x y 2 y q z s 0, x y 4 y y 4 z s 0
and as
1, y1, 0 1, 0, 0 s 1 1, y1, 0 0, 1, 0 s y 1 .  .  .  .
1, y2, 1 1, 0, 0 s 1 1, y2, 1 0, 1, 0 s y 2 .  .  .  .
1, y4, y4 1, 0, 0 s 1 1, y4, y4 0, 1, 0 s y 4 .  .  .  .
the vectors X 1 and X 2 always point to opposite sides of these subspaces.
Therefore the system is locally controllable at the origin.
EXAMPLE 5. Let M s R3, and consider the affine system S with
 . 1 . 2  . w xdynamics p s X p q u X p q u X p , u g V s y1, 1 =Ç 1 2
w x 2y1, 1 ; R , where
X s y6 x q 4 y y 4 z y 1, y5x q 3 y y 4 z q 1, 3 x q 5z , .
­ ­
1 2X s , X s .
­ x ­ y
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The points where local controllability is possible are in the plane
 4  .4H s 3 x q 5z s 0 ; clearly H s B, H s 0, 0, 0 , and H is the uniont c p
of the straight lines l and l on H defined by 5x y 3 y q 4 z s 0 and1 2
6 x y 4 y q 4 z s 0, where X y X 2 is parallel to X 1 and X q X 1 is
parallel to X 2, respectively, their intersection being the origin.
Local controllability at H is determined by the linear part of X and thec
1 2  . 1 2values of X and X there; noting that X p s Ap q X y X , where A
is as in Example 4, local controllability follows.
On the line l and outside the origin, we can consider the pair X y1
2  . 1X s y6 x q 4 y y 4 z y 1, 0, 0 , X and small time local controllability
depends on 0 - y6 x q 4 y y 4 z - 1; then the two vectors are non-zero,
parallel, and pointing into opposite directions.
Similarly, on the line l and outside the origin, we consider the pair2
2  . 2X y X s 0, y5x q 3 y y 4 z q 1, 0 , X and small time local controlla-
bility depends on y1 - y5x q 3 y y 4 z - 0.
Note that local controllability on any of the lines l and l cannot of1 2
course be proved using the Petrov criterium, or even the sufficient condi-
w xtion in 15 , as the brackets of the parallel vector fields only generate an
extra direction: the convex hull of two directions and an extra vector never
contains the origin in its interior.
To be possible to prove genericity, the hypotheses of the previous
theorems prevent special positions of the vector fields, but the ideas
involved can be applied to very degenerate situations:
EXAMPLE 6. Let M s R3, and consider the affine system S with
 . 1 . 2  . w xdynamics p s X p q u X p q u X p , u g V s y1, 1 =Ç 1 2
w x 2y1, 1 ; R , where
1 q z 2 yx 2
1X s 1, 0, 0 , X s , x , , .  /2 2
1 q z 2 yx 2
2X s , yx , . /2 2
At the origin X s X 1 q X 2, thus the origin is not a relative equilibrium
point, but still local controllability is possible; take
Y 1 s X y X 1 y X 2 s yz 2 , 0, x 2 .
Y 2 s X q X 1 y X 2 s 1, 2 x , 0 .
Y 3 s X y X 1 q X 2 s 1, y2 x , 0 . .
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The linear part of Y 1 is zero, but on the plane y s 0 the integral curves of
Y 1 are circumferences with period going to ` as the radius goes to zero;
Y 2 and Y 3 are tangent to that plane at the origin.
Nevertheless it is possible to construct the curves gq and gy described
in the proof of Proposition 2, obtaining the positive and negative part of
the x axis, respectively; again local controllability exists without small time
local controllability: in fact the times involved tend to ` close to the origin.
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